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Address Stekloavtomatika 
8, V. Kotina,  
Nizhniy Novgorod region 
606443 Bor

Country Russian Federation

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The highly skilled experts having huge experience of designing of glass works, batch shops, modern empty glass articles works, manufactures on
release and processing of a sheet glass, manufacturing of an automobile and furniture glass, mirrors, foamed glass, cristallized glass materials and
other production which are having in stock a plenty of the information and contacts to the manufacturers of the equipment, are ready to give the
Customer the following services:

 Designing modern glass works and manufactures;
 Designing of shops for manufacture of glass charge;
 Inspection of the existing enterprises and manufactures and preparation of predesign offers for reconstruction of objects;
 Reconstruction of batch shops, glass and empty glass articles works;
 Development of the design documentation for glass proccessing equipment and machine tools;
 Manufacturing and adjusting of accessories developed by organization;
 Optimum selection of the process equipment (including import);
 Preparation of the contracts on delivery of the equipment;
 Adaptation of the projects executed for the Customer by foreign firms;
 Manufacturing and delivery of dosing and mixing lines with a complete set of control systems on the basis of controllers both domestic, and
import manufacture.
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A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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